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America’s “Anti-Daesh Engagement” in Syria? White
House ‘Needs to Come Clean’ on Who US Special
Ops Will Train…
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Obama announced that the US will  increase its military presence in Syria by deploying
additional special operations forces to the war-torn country, but the administration has been
vague on who exactly these troops will train and assist. The White House has to set the
record straight, former Pentagon analyst Michael Maloof told RT.

“Who are they going to assist? The Kurds? If you assist the Kurds too much –
you get Turkey all upset. If you assist al-Shabaab and all these other groups,
who are supportive of [Daesh and al-Nusra Front], then we’re basically back
in the position of helping al-Qaeda once again. Turkey also supports those
groups,”

he observed.

Maloof believes that “the administration needs to come very clean on just precisely what
they mean by boots on the ground and who they are going to assist.”

On  Wednesday,  Tackir  Kobani,  the  representative  of  the  Syrian  Democratic
Forces, confirmed that US special operations forces will assist the alliance, comprising Arab,
Assyrians, Armenian, Kurdish, and Turkmen fighters.”US soldiers will  conduct briefings and
training sessions on the use of heavy weapons. They will not directly participate in the war
activities,”  the representative told Sputnik.  Tackir  also said that  some US troops were
fighting  Daesh  in  the  war  zone,  adding  that  “an  additional  contingent  will  arrive  in  Syria
with weapons.”

Obama made the announcement earlier this week while in Germany. The troops are meant
to boost Washington’s local allies in their fight against Daesh. These troops, according to the
US president, will not be taking part in combat, but will rather be on a train and assist
mission.The White House has lately been at pains to emphasize that sending special ops
to a war zone is not equal to deploying thousands of conventional troops, but for Maloof this
differentiation is artificial.

“There  is  no  difference.  Boots  are  on  the  ground,”  the  analyst  said.  “You  talk  to  Special
Forces  guys  –  they  are  taking  fire,  they  are  boots  on  the  ground,  they  are  in  a  combat
mode.” US troops set to be deployed to Syria “are going to carry guns. They are going to be
firing; they are going to be shot at,” he added.
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Obama’s latest announcement, Maloof noted, points to mission creep and things will only
get worse in the sense that the US will inevitably increase its military presence in the region.

Image: U.S. Army Spc. Kon Im and his squad move through an open-air market during a foot patrol in
Baqubah, Iraq, April 5, 2007. © FLICKR/ THE U.S. ARMY

Interestingly, Washington has been down this path before, with US anti-Daesh engagement
in Iraq being one of the latest cases in point.

“We’ve heard of people already, who have been killed in Iraq – especially who
were advising and assisting – they got involved in the fray and they have been
killed. We had to bring back the bodies. So they do engage in combat, they are
armed,”

the analyst detailed.
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